IMPORTANT MEETINGS DESERVE CONVENIENT SPACE
WE PROVIDE SEPARATE MOBILE SPACES, REPLACING STRESS WITH HARMONY & PEACE.

Hush Meet L is a true alternative to traditional conference rooms. The modular design of Hush Meet L includes a selection of models to harmonize perfectly with your office space. No construction work. No renovation required. Each module is a room-in-a-box that is perfect for longer or more formal meetings.

HUSH MEET L IS A PERFECT PLACE FOR:

HIGHLY PRIVATE MEETINGS

FORMAL MEETINGS

WHY IS THE HUSH MEET L A UNIQUE OFFICE SOLUTION?

FACILITIES
Hush Meet is an independent space powered by electricity, providing comfortable conditions during the meeting.

MODULAR DESIGN
Each Hush Meet L can be expanded with additional modules.

MOBILITY
Each modular box can be relocated after partial disassembly.

SOUND PERFORMANCE
Sound-proofing glass panels and upholstery effectively suppress sounds from the inside and outside.
TECHNICAL FEATURES

Available trim versions for Hush Meet L

2 Modules
- W: 2600 mm
- D: 1800 to 3600 mm
- H: 2300 mm

- 2 modules
  - 2600x1800x2300 comfortably fits 4 people

3 Modules
- W: 2600 mm
- D: 1800 to 3600 mm
- H: 2300 mm

- 3 modules
  - 2600x2700x2300 comfortably fits 6 people

4 Modules
- W: 2600 mm
- D: 1800 to 3600 mm
- H: 2300 mm

- 4 modules
  - 2600x3600x2300 comfortably fits 8 people

Dimensions

- W: 2600 mm
- D: 1800 to 3600 mm
- H: 2300 mm

1. Sound-proofed glass panels
2. Aluminium-framed door with sound-proofing seal
3. Acoustic lined fabric panels
4. Led ceiling light with dimmer
5. Efficient ventilation system
6. Option to hang a TV screen on the central panel
7. Independent, manual smooth lighting and ventilation rotary knobs
8. Power module (power + usb + rJ45)
9. Levelled floor
10. Mobile design facilitates relocation with only some disassembly required
11. Fits 4, 6 or 8 chairs (depending on the number of modules)
COLOUR FINISHES

CARCASS FINISHES

MIDDLE COLUMN

INTERIOR FINISHES

UPHOLSTERY WOOL

THY TCL TRC TEM

UPHOLSTERY PETRUS

TGA TAG TWN TER TCS TMT

UPHOLSTERY MURA

TSC TKH TOL

Find out more by visiting our website. hushoffice.com

Experience Hush in your office before you commit. AR app

mikomax smart office.